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Abstract: This  s tudy has  inves tigated the ability of two different rapid technologies , namely, MultiJet

Modeling (MJM) and s ilicone rubber molding to manufacture inves tment cas ting pattern of gas  turbine

blade. For this  reason, the second s tage blade of Rus t o n TA 1750 (1.3MW ) gas  turbine was  digitized

us ing CMM and then its  wax pattern manufactured by MJM technology and s ilicone rubber mo ld ing

techn iq u e . Re garding the inspection results  of manufactured patterns , maximum deviation of MJM

p attern was  -0.111mm. W hile for pattern fabricated us ing s ilicone rubber molding, maximum devia t io n

was  +0.298 mm. Cons idering resu lt s  o f this  experimental research, both techniques  are usable to

manufacture expendable pattern o f g a s  turbine blade but in terms  of part accuracy, s ilicone rubber

molding is  not success ful approach for manufacturing of blade expendable patterns . MJM technology

e n jo ys  more dimens ional accuracy as  well as  more ability compare with s ilicone rubber mo ld in g

technique. 

Key words: Rapid prototyping, Gas  turbine blade, Inves t me n t  c as ting, W ax pattern, MultiJet

Modeling, Silicone rubber molding. 

INTRODUCTION

Gas turb ine blades  are as  complex indus trial parts  due to their material, narrow dimens ional tolerances  and

complicated freeform surfa c es . In gas  turbines , compressor and turbine blades  play vital roles  and one or a

series  of blades  transfer energy t h ro u gh dynamical function. The function of any indus trial turbine directly

relates  to angular movement changes  of fluid while pass ing through a row of blades . As  the surface of blades

is  comprised from freeform surfaces , they accounted as  complex indus t ria l parts . At present, there are used

processes  such as  forging, inves tment cas ting, machining and s ingle crys tal growth fo r ma n u fa cturing of the

blades  but any of these methods  are time c o n s uming and expens ive especially in R&D, optimization and

prototyping s teps  and have some limitations . Specially, in the phase of R&D while turbine blades  with complex

internal cooling channels  are cons idered, even Computer Nume ric a l Co n trol (CNC) machines  having 4 or 5

s imultaneous  axis  have such complications . Hence, manufacturing these parts  required another approaches  like

rapid prototyping technologies . 

The term rapid prototyping (RP) refers  to a class  of technologies  that are used to produce phys ical objects

layer-by-layer directly from computer-aided des ign (CAD) data. The main virtue of RP sys tems  is  tha t  t h e y

build prototypes  in one s tep, directly from the geometric model of the part to be manufacture d  (Ra ja , V. a n d

K.J. Fernandes , 2007;  Ya o , A .W .L., 2005). RP techniques  are fas t becoming s tandard tools  in product des ign

and manufacturing (Chua, C.K. and K.F. Le o n g , 1998). W ith revolutionary capabilities  to rapidly fabricate

three-d imens ional parts  for des ign verification or to serve as  functional prototypes  and production tooling, RP

is  an indispensable tool for shortening product des ign  a n d development time cycles  (Cheah, C.M., C.K. Chua,

2005; Onuh, S.O. and Y.Y. Yusuf, 1999). RP, which is  a powerful communication tool that bridges  des ign,

marketing, process  planning and manufacturing, can facilitate the implementation of concurren t  e n g in eering

(Griffiths , M., 1993; Jacobs , P.F., 1996). Today, unique ability of RP/RM technologies  for ra pidly fabricate

parts  having comp lex free-form surfaces , made cons iderable evolution in the process  of manufacturing parts

such as  impellers  and gas  turbine blades . Particularly, there can be s e e n  in c reased attempts  for rapid

manufacturin g  of the functional prototypes  of gas  turbine blades  with internal cooling channel in titanium and

nickel-based superalloys  us ing rapid manufacturing (RM) technologies  suc h  as  Direct Metal Laser Sintering

(DMLS), LaserCUSING and Selective Laser Melting (SLM). 
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The application of RP-fabricated p a t t e rn s  as  subs titutes  for the traditional wax patterns  employed in

inves tment cas ting s tems from the fa c t  t hat RP materials  can be melted and burned out from the ceramic shell

(ceramic shell cas ting) without damaging it. Most commercialized RP techniques  are capable of producing such

patterns  that can be used directly in inves tment cas ting. Most of th e  limitations  encountered with earlier

applications  of RP-fabricated inves tment cas ting patterns  include damage to the ceramic shells  due to excess ive

thermal expans ion of the pattern or the release of corros ive degradation by-products  during  p a t t e rn burn out,

which cracks  or attacks  the cavity surface of the shell. Ceramic shell cracking is  attributed to a misma tch in

the coefficient of thermal exp a n s io n  (CT E) between the RP and ceramic materials . Most RP materials  have

CTE values  that are larger t h a n  t h e  ceramic material and as  such, the expans ion of the pattern during heating

imposes  s ignificant amounts  of s tress  on the cera mic  s h e ll. Shell cracking occurs  when the s tresses  imposed

by the expanding pattern are greater than the modulus  of rup t u re  (M OR) of the shell material. In some cases ,

res idual ash can also cause defects  in the final cas tings  when present in relatively s ignificant quantities . Also,

d u e  t o  t h e  h ig h operating and material cos ts  of RP techniques , the utilization of RP techniques  has  be e n

re p o rt e d  t o  b e beneficial only when five or fewer cas tings  are required. The application of RP techniques  t o

produce sacrificial inves tment cas ting patterns  can be class ified under two methods : the direct RP method, and

the indirect RP method. The dire c t  RP me t hod covers  the application of RP techniques  for producing plas tic,

wax or paper inves tment cas ting patterns  for fabricatin g  c e ra mic  moulds  that can be employed directly for

metal cas ting (i.e. direct shell production me t h o d ). For the indirect RP method, alternative molds  produced via

s ilicone rubber molding in conjunction with an RP-fabricated mas ter patt e rn  o f the final des ired cas ting are

employed for the injection of inves tment cas ting patterns  from foundry wax. In addition to s ilic o n e  ru b b e r

molds , molds  fabricated with RP techniques  can be used to produce inves tment cas ting wax patterns .

For the direct RP method, the  RP-fabricated pattern can only be used to produce a s ingle cas ting. On the

other hand, for the indirect RP method, the s ilicone rubber mo ld  o r RP mold can generate multiple wax

patterns  to produce a number of cas tings . However, due  t o  the cos t of RP materials  as  mentioned, s ilicone

rubber molds  are usually the preferred choice for indirect RP methods . 

2. Objective: Sever service conditions  such as  high temperature, high mechanical s tre s s , t h e rma l fatigue and

corros ive gases  etc., resulted in manufacturing gas  turbine blades  from superalloys . Nickel-ba s e d  s u p eralloys

such as  IN718 and IN738 genera lly  a p plying for hot parts  of turbine. Rotor blades  are mainly produced by

inves tment cas ting process  cons is ting of wax inject io n , c e ra mic coating, wax removal, metal cas ting and

finishing with no  fu rther machining on their airfoil. Investment cas ting is  a precis ion cas ting process  whereby

wax patterns  are converted into metal parts  following a multi-s tep process  (Groover, M.P., 2001). Inves tment

casting is  a key technique among a range of modern metal cas ting techniq u e s  t hat is  capable of providing an

economical means  of mass  producing shaped metal parts  containing complex features  (e.g. thin walls , undercut

contours  and in a c c e s s ib le  spaces) which can be difficult or imposs ible to create us ing other fabrication

methods . Despite  the wide range of applications  in many indus tries , the s tandard (conventional) inves tment

casting process  practiced in modern fo u n d rie s  h a s  its  drawbacks . Expendable wax patterns  usually produced

by the injection of liquid wax into a precis ion mold. The dimens ional accuracy of wax injection s tep introduces

a great influence on the final blade dimens ion and thus  on finishing proces s  (Be h ravesh, A.H. and S.A.M.

Rezavand, 2007). Depending on the complexity of the patterns , the cos t of these met a l t o o ls  can be in the

range of a few thousand to one hundred thousand dollars  and the time taken to produce the t o ols  can be two

to 16 weeks . W hen the number of cas tings  required is  small in quantity, it is  not eco n o mic a l in terms  of both

cos t and lead-time to produce the metal tools .

Hence, when it is  needed to manufacture only few gas  turbine b la d e s , re garding to the problems for wax

injection process  and also hig h  c o s t  of tooling, it is  necessary to use another model making techniques  such

as  precis io n  wax CNC machining. However in case of complex indus trial parts  like gas  turbine blades ,

replacement of precis ion machined wax with RP technologies , results  in a sa v in g in cos t of tooling and the

lead time. The focus  of the work presented in this  p a p e r is  on the production of sacrificial inves tment cas ting

patterns  us ing the MultiJe t  M o d e lin g  (MJM) technique. In addition, the indirect RP method for producing

injected wax patterns  via a s ilicone rubber mold is  investigated and compared to the direct RP method. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The s e c o n d  s t age blade of Rus ton TA1750 (1.3MW ) gas  turbine was  selected to implement reverse

engineering and manufacturing of inves tment  c a s t ing pattern us ing MJM technology and s ilicone rubber

molding (Fig.1). This  blade is  located in the turbine compressor section and it was  in IN738 nickel-based super

alloy, weighted to 56.6 gr.
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Fig. 1: The second s tage blade of Rus ton TA1750 gas  turbine

3.1. Digitization:

Computerized digital manufacturing proce s s  s t arts  from reverse engineering (RE) operation. The RE

techn iq u e  has  widely applied in all kinds  of areas , such as  manufacturing, medical applications , automotive

and ae ro s pace indus try, fabrication, and des ign of arts , etc. RE refers  to the process  of creating a CAD model

from a phys ical part or prototype. Different methodologies  of RE are used to produce a computer-aided des ign

(CAD) model from the digitization of a given object by us ing a  coordinate measuring machine (CMM) (Chang,

C.C., M.Y. Lee, 2006; Varady, T., R.R. Martin, 1997; Yau, H.T., 1997; M o t o v a lli,  S .,  1998). Digitizers  can

b e  d iv id e d into two types , the contact sys tem and non-contact sys tem. The contact CMM can automatically

generate digitized surface data from a phys ical model by means  of a touch probe. Another approach is  by non-

contact digitization of surfaces  with optical technology, which are much more efficient in speed and much less

human labor is  required.

To digitize blade airfoil surfaces , it was  used touch probe CMM. It was  o f t y p e  Bridge Structure from

Mitutoyo Co., Model FN1106 possess ing the ability of CNC d ig it izing. To fix blade on the CMM table, it was

used blade root and us ing V block blade oriented , a s  illus trated in Fig. 2. Airfoil digitizing was  done in s ix

arbitrary sections  any including 167 points . Platform also digit ize d  in seven sections . For attaining the root

profile, it cut from the blade with wire cut and measured by profile projector. Co n s idering the results  of CMM

and Profile Projector, root profile obtained.

Fig. 2: Blade digitization by CMM
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3.2. Surface Modeling: 

After obtaining the blade point cloud data, surface mode lin g  o p e ra tion was  done on it us ing POW ER

SHAPE Software. For this  reason, firs t it was  c reated 2-D profiles  of different sections  us ing obtained point

clouds  and then blade airfoil surface was  made by lofting suitable surfa c e s  through created 2-D profiles .

Continuity of curvature and s lope may be accounted as  necessary conditions  to improve des igning and making

a  s mo o t h surface. Thus , regarding to continuity between NURBS Curvatures  being of second-order, it mean s

both curvature and s lope are continuous , hence to create 2-D profiles  of sections , it was  used NURBS Curves .

Finally, after making the surfaces  and controllin g  t h e m, Surface model converted to Solid Model to

manufacture with RP machines . It should be mentioned that, before this  s tep it is  necessary to remove all Gaps

made between surfaces  during surface building op e ra t io n . Also due to required final finishing process  (creep

grinding) after inves tment cas ting process , 1.5mm grinding a llowance in the root area of blade model des igned

(Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: Des ign of 1.5mm grinding allowance in the root area for final finishing operation

3.3. Investment Casting Pattern Fabrication Using MJM:

MultiJet modeling (MJM) technology uses  multiple print heads  to depos it droplets  of material in

success ive, thin layers . Two major MJM techniques  can be dis tinguished: 

ThermoJe t ™. A  96 e lement print head depos its  droplets  of wax. W ax models  can also be used as  master

patterns  for inves tment cas ting.

InVis ion™. A print head jets  two separa t e  ma t e ria ls , an acrylic UV-curable photopolymer-based model

material and a wax-like material to produce support s tructures  for the model (Raja, V. and K.J. Fernandes ,

2007).

In this  s tudy, it was  used ThermoJet Actua apparatus  (a regis trated t ra d e  ma rk of 3Dsys tems  Inc.), to

manufacture two wax patterns  of blade. Build layer thickness  was  selected as  0.1mm. Fig. 4 indicates  produced

blade patterns .

3.4. Investment Casting Pattern Fabrication Using Silicone Rubber Molding:

Nowadays , owing to the globalization of consumer markets  and t h e  c o n s e q u ent increase in the numbers

of competitors  facing any individual manufacturer, it is  becoming more important for man u fa c t u rers  to be firs t

into the ma rke t  with their products . W ith rapid tooling (RT), success ful case s tudies  have proved that it is

poss ible to reduce the product development time by at leas t half. RT is  mos t suitable for pre-series  production.

This  involves  manufacturing the product in  it s  fin a l material and by the intended manufacturing process , but

in small numbers  (about 500 pieces). Pre-series  productio n  is  u s u a lly to tes t production equipment and tools

and to tes t the market introduction of a product.
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Fig. 4: Blade patterns  produced by ThermoJet 3D printer

A variety of tooling can curre n t ly  b e produced us ing different RP technologies . For the purpose of

class ification, tooling is  divided into hard or soft toolin g  a n d  also direct or indirect tooling. Tooling for short

manufacturing runs  is  often known as  soft tooling as  these tools  are often made from materials  such as  s ilicon

ru b b er, epoxy res ins , low-melting-point alloys , or aluminum, which are eas ier to work with than tooling s tee ls .

Tooling for longer manufacturing runs  is  kn own as  hard tooling and is  usually made of hard tooling s teels .

In d irect tooling, the tool or the die is  created directly by the RP process . For example, in the case of injection

molding, the core and cavity, together with the gating and ejectio n  s y s t e m, a re  produced in the RP process .

In indirect tooling, only the mas ter model is  created us ing the RP tec h n o lo gy. From this  mas ter model, a mold

is  made out a material such as  s ilicone rubber, epoxy res in, soft metal, or ceramic.

3.4.1. Fabrication of Master Model for Silicone Rubber Molding:

For the indirect RP approach, a master pattern of blade was  emplo y e d . The master pattern was  fabricated

on the Perfactory RP sys tem. The Perfactory process  builds  3D objects  from liquid res in, like s tereolithography

(SL) process , but us ing a projector ra t h e r t h an a laser. It’s  a regis trated trade mark of Envis ionTEC, Germany.

T h e  v o xe l p lanes  are sequentially projected into the liquid res in us ing a Digital Light Process ing (DLP)

projector. The light cures  the liquid based photopolymer, turning it into a s o lid , a n d  a s  e ach Voxel Matrix is

p ro jected one after the other, a complete 3Dimens ional part is  created. The Digital Micromirror Device (DM D)

has  been developed by Texas  Ins truments  for high quality digital projection. It is  in the heart of all DLP

projectors  and cons is ts  of a ro u n d  1.5 million individual mirrors  (it has  an array of mirrors1400×1050), each

mounted on tiny hinges  and can be individually controlled. Ea c h mirror is  only of s ize 13 ìm. W ith a build

speed of 10–15 seconds  per layer the proce s s  is  we ll suited to building parts  quickly, but the use of a s ingle

DMD with a fin it e  ma t rix of pixels  limits  the process  to small parts  if a fine resolution is  maintained

(Hopkinson, N., R.J.M. Hague , 2006). Because of perfactory sys tem enjoys  DLP projector technolog y  to build

model, therefore, sometimes  it called DLP sys tem.

In this  research blade mas ter model built on the Perfact o ry  s tandard sys tem us ing the PIC 100 res in. It

provides  highes t quality details  without sacrific in g  o n toughness  and ease of handling. Fig. 5 shows built

mas ter model us ing perfactory sys tem.

For validation of manufactured DLP master model o f s ilicone rubber mold, it inspected by CMM which

has  s u p ported with power inspect software. Maximum deviation measured was  +0.0776mm, located in dis tance

of Z=60mm from the bottom surface of the root. Fig. 6 indicates  inspection results  of Perfactory p a t t e rn  in

the section Z=60 mm.
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Fig. 5: Blade mas ter model produced by Perfactory sys tem

Fig. 6: Inspection result of Perfactory pattern for section Z=60 mm

3.4.2. Fabrication of Silicone Rubber Mold with Dlp-fabricated Master:

Silicone rubb e r mo ld ing is  the s imples t and oldes t indirect rapid tooling technique. Us ing this  technique,

a model is  submerged in a ba t h  of liquid s ilicone. W hen the s ilicone hardens , it is  cut open and the model

is  removed. Reassembling the s ilicone parts  leaves  a gap that has  the exact shape of the original model. By

filling this  gap with a two-component res in under v a c u u m, a  reproduction can be created. Silicone molds  can

las t for as  many as  20 reproductions . Silicone rubber soft  t o o lin g  is  also subs tantially less  expens ive than

computer numerically controlled (CNC)-machined aluminum tools  (Hilton, P.D. and P.F. Jacobs , 2000). In this

s tudy, blade s ilicone rubb e r mold was  built us ing master model manufactured by DLP process ; by that two

blade wax patterns  was  made. Fig. 7 shows produced s ilicone rubber mold with a built blade wax pattern. 

Process  conditions  such as  melt temperature and holding time play  a n  imp o rt a n t  role in the accuracy of

the wax patterns  produced by s ilicone rubber molding technique. Table (1) s h o ws  s ilicone rubber molding

condition.

Table 1: Process conditions used for silicone rubber molding

 Molding pressure Holding time Melt temperature 

 150 KPa 7 min 60 ºC
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Fig. 7: Produced blade s ilicone rubber mold with a built wax pattern

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

To evaluate and compare the dimens ional deviations  encountered by the produced patterns , they inspected

us ing ATOS s tructured-light 3D scanner of GOM GmbH, Germany. The generated scan data is  matched agains t

data of the CAD model (obtained via digitization) and a colored plot showing the differenc e  in  d imens ions

of both data sets  is  obtained. Dimens ional analys is  is  fulfilled via Geomagic Qualify software (powerful

software fo r re v e re s  engineering applications). The amounts  of shrinkage and deviations  encountered by the

patterns  ca n  be s tudied and evaluated from available color plots . Figs . 8 and 9 indicate inspection result of

MJM pattern and pattern produced us in g  s ilic o n e rubber mold in form of color plot, respectively. Due to the

results  of inspection, MJM technology had higher dimens ional accuracy comparing with s ilicone rubber

mo ld in g . M aximum deviation of built pattern by ThermoJet sys tem was  -0.111mm.W hile maximum deviation

of pattern produced us ing s ilicone rubber mold was  +0.298mm.

Fig. 8: Deviation color plot of MJM pattern
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Fig. 9: Deviation plot of wax pattern made by s ilicone rubber molding

Inspection of two built patterns  by ThermoJet apparatus  and s ilicone rubber molding actually indicates  that

the ability of MJM technology to fabricate inves tment cas ting pattern of complex parts  with high accuracy such

as  gas  turbine blade is  more than s ilicone rubber molding technique. Also it mus t be note that new generation

of MJM technology (Invis ion Sys tem) possesses  higher dimens iona l a ccuracy and better surface quality than

ThermoJet sys tem. Anyway, regarding to the nature of two techniques  MJM (direct method) and s ilicone rubber

molding (indirect method), it seems that MJM technology has  higher potential for manufacturing accurate parts

with narrow dimensional tolerances  and fine details  comparing with s ilicone rubber molding technique. 

Cooling rate, pattern shape and its  wall thickness pla y  a n  important role in the accuracy of the wax

pattern s  p ro d uced us ing s ilicone rubber molding technique. In away, thinner wall thickness  of pattern results

in higher dimens ional deviation of wax patt e rn . A s  s e e n  in Fig. 9, the effect of mentioned parameter (wall

thickness ) on dimens ional accuracy is  more evident for the blade’s  upper area of shank, s ince it has  lower wall

thickness  and is  more free to s hrink with respect to the lower area of shank which is  attached to the root (that

is  cons idered as  a cons train). 

Lead time comparison s tudies  for blade wax pattern production us ing rapid technologies  (MJM technology

and s ilicone rubber molding) and conventional wax injection molding v ia  machined aluminum tool were

conducted and the re s u lt s  t a b u la t ed in Tables  (2). Comparing the time required to produce a wax pattern via

MJM technology and s ilicone rubber molding to employing aluminum mold in the conventional in v e s t me nt

casting process , s ignificant time saving can be realized us ing rapid technologies .

In overall, s ilic o ne rubber molding technique can be use to build a few numbers  of inves tment cas ting

patterns  of blades  without ne e d in g  t o  c o mplicated wax CNC machining operations  and tooling but due to

allowable dimens ional deviation of ±0.2mm for inves tment cas ting wax pattern of gas  turbin e  b la d e s , in terms

of part accuracy, it isn’t success ful approach and s ignificant improvements  are s till required t o  re c t ify  t h e

amounts  of dimens ional deviation encountered by the patterns . It should also be noted that the s ilicone rubber

molding is  suitable for only small series  pro d u c t io n . It has  the advantages  of much shorter lead times  and

lower production costs  as  compared to conventional tooling but cons idering it is  an indirect method (multi-s tep

process ), so compare with conventional ma c h in e d  aluminum tools  it needs  more workmanships  and human

labor. However, for mass  production, the conventional approach u s ing tool s teel for mold fabrication is  s till

the preferred choice mainly because of its  s trength and durability.
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Table 2: Lead time comparison for investment casting pattern fabrication via different methods

MJM technology Silicone rubber molding Conventional tooling 

Blade digitization+ surface modeling 4 days 4 days 4 days

Pattern design 1 day 1 day 1 day

Mold manufacturing Not required 24 h 3 week

Fabrication of 1×wax pattern 15 h 1 h 1 h

5. Conclusion:

In this  s tudy there were used t wo  different rapid technologies , namely, MJM and s ilicone rubber molding

to make inves tment cas ting pattern of Rus ton TA 1750 gas  turbine blade. This  experimental s tudy of two rapid

technologies  indicated that they have opened up new c o s t-effective solutions  for small-batch production of

expendable pattern of gas  turbine blade. It observed that the MJM technology and s ilicone rubber molding can

reduce both the cos t and lead time required for blade production. Dimens io n a l in spection of built patterns  by

two mentioned methods  ind icated that MJM technology had higher dimens ional accuracy comparing with

s ilicone rubber molding. Maximum deviatio n  o f b uilt pattern by ThermoJet sys tem was  -0.111mm.W hile

maximum deviation of s ilicone rubber molding pattern was  +0.298mm. Hence, MJM technology has  more

ability to make patterns  of parts  with freeform surfaces  such as  gas  turbine blades . Both techniques  are usable

to manufacture expendable pattern of blade but s ilicone rubber molding is  not proper method from dimens ional

accuracy view of point.
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